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Dear Reader,
We chose this issue’s theme, “progress,” to prompt our writers to think critically about 
human tendencies towards growth, extraction, accumulation, and development. 
When we sat down to take a look at what our editorial boards had chosen, we found 
a lot of loss, a lot of estrangement, and a lot of despair about progress in the West: 
Edwin Dobbs journalistic foray into the Bakken oil fields of North Dakota, a young 
Shoshone woman witnessing the beginnings of turbulent cultural change, and a 
couple who face the stagnation of addiction—the raw opposite of progress.
Our submissions pile also produced a few grains of hopeful progress: a grandmother 
planting seeds, a young man throwing his body in the way of a coal train, and a 
decaying bridge that evokes a sense of humility in wild landscapes. We also found 
a lot of wood.
We hope as you read you feel the tension between both critical and transformative 
interpretations of progress. Even more, we hope that you sense the human 
flourishing that can emerge out of this tension through meaningful work.
We leave you with this refrain from “The Weather-Doctor’s Son:” Stay the course.
Melissa and Caroline 3
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On my twenty-first birthday, I had already 
lived too many lives. I was weary, and wanted 
sleep. Then, on this, the day of my last birth, I 
was bidden to my Ancestress’s grave. She called 
a storm of visions on me, and hovered over 
saying “Stay the course, my son, stay.”
To the Lakota Sioux, Wovoka was known as 
a Prophet. He beseeched his Ancestors to rise 
from their beds so as to reclaim the land that 
had so been theirs. He called out, his voice 
was a wolf’s, to the gathering winds, and 
leapt, foot to foot, in a dance of the ghost.
The Ancestors rose for the summoner, for he 
was the weather-doctor’s son, and, with the 
wind, they said, “Stay the course, my son, stay.”
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from my cabin, 
on a path 
leading north into the 
Pasayten Wilderness in 
Washingtons Cascade 
Mountains, the foot­
bridge over Eureka 
Creek is washed out. 
It has been gone for a 
number of years, taken 
by the temper of a 
long-gone springtime
flood, and now only the abutments remain. Cracking 
and crumbling, they face each other across about ten 
feet of creek, and when I return here after absences 
and stand on these modern ruins of cement and stone, 
I wonder at abandonment, how the work of men can 
so easily be forgotten. On occasion, I’ve sat on the 
abutments to take a break, dangling my feet down 
towards the water below, and in my mind I rebuild 
the bridge, taking sticks and stones and stacking them 
outwards from the cement blocks a piece at a time, 
carefully fitting each together according to its natural 
contours and grooves until they are poised to interlock 
at the center. Then I take the center and I play with it. 
What would it be like, I wonder, to be there, to hold
two worlds together, 
shaped perhaps by 
each, or shunned 
perhaps by both, as 
I imagine the space 
between awake and 
sleep to be?
I am not an engineer,but I’ve built a 
few bridges, the 
first of which was a 
suspension bridge. A
meter-long and made from Popsicle sticks, it was for 
a primary school contest to see who could build the 
strongest bridge with a limited set of materials. In 
her enthusiasm for the project, my teacher lectured 
us on the principles of bridge design. She told us 
about load, and bascules, and castellated girders, and 
bringing out the picture books we examined famous 
bridges, tracing fingers over the five-hundred-year- 
old arch at Mostar, the connected towers crossing 
the Thames, and the suspension cables of the bridge 
over the Akashi Strait, which at the time was the 
longest bridge in the world. Looking at the pictures I 
remember trying to unravel them, to discover a hint 
of a technique that would help my bridge win the
Ben Johnson
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contest, and after school my classmates and I spoke 
about the approaches we might use to span the gap 
between picnic tables in the school yard that would 
be the testing ground. Of course, we spoke only half­
truths, so as to guard our structural secrets.
The bridge I built was beautiful. It was two layers 
of sticks glued onto overlapping central beams all 
supported by cord running between its towers. When 
I brought it to school my competitors admired it. 
They loved it. The art teacher took a photo of it. And 
when it came time for the test it cracked under the 
first brick. Actually, that’s not true. It shattered under 
the first brick. It shattered and the sticks tumbled to 
the ground.
I felt shattered too, because as a lover of tree 
houses and homemade forts, I thought I had an 
architectural mind, and when I got home from school 
that day I built a rope bridge between two almond 
trees in the back garden. It may have been a way of 
recovery, because I have always liked rope bridges the 
most. Part of it is that the ropes that form them are 
called catenaries and whenever I hear this I imagine 
cats tiptoeing along them, balancing on delicate paws 
above cavernous ravines below. The other reason they 
are my favorite is because they can easily be severed, 
like in the films when a protagonist crosses a rope 
bridge to get away from an oncoming evil and at the 
last moment cuts the cords, chopping with an axe or 
filing with a knife, the final strand breaking, barely, 
and in panting breaths is able to stand there free, 
unbound, and watch evil cascade into nothingness.
E
vil into nothingness; I suppose that’s how the 
captain of the steamboat the Effie Afton felt in the 
spring of 1856 when he set the first railroad bridge 
crossing the Mississippi River on fire by crashing his 
boat into its supporting piers. Built with one million 
feet of timber, the bridge spanned the Mississippi 
between Rock Island, Illinois, and Davenport, Iowa, 
and when it burned it had been only fifteen days since 
the first locomotive steamed across it, opening the 
lands west of the Mississippi to industrial powered 
expansion and setting the railroad up as a main 
transport competitor to the riverboat monopoly. 
Claiming the bridge was an illegal obstruction to the 
free navigation of the river, the riverboat conglomerate 
took the railroad to court. The judge dismissed the 
case. The bridge was rebuilt. Abraham Lincoln said 
that this “current of travel has its rights.” Six years later 
he signed the Railroad and Homestead Acts. That 
same year, one thousand and seven hundred Dakota 
people were forced into a concentration camp on Pike 
Island in the Mississippi. Two years after that over 
one hundred and fifty Cheyenne children, women, 
and elderly men were massacred by U.S. soldiers at 
Sand Creek. Ten years later white prospectors rushed 
to the Black Hills with the discovery of gold, violating 
a U.S. government treaty and further shrinking the 
size of the reservation to which the Lakota had been 
confined. Thirteen years after that the Dawes Act 
divided remaining Indian land into one hundred and 
sixty acre parcels, opening more that eighty million 
acres to white settlement, and at mid-day on April 22, 
1889, fifty thousand white settlers raced each other out 
into the Oklahoma prairie to stake claims to this land 
that had been stolen. That year, only one thousand 
bison remained where thirty years earlier there had 
been thirty million.
A
t Eureka Creek I consider rebuilding the 
bridge. It wouldn’t be hard, I tell myself, to 
bring a saw in here and lay down a few trees, redoing 
what has been undone. And like a child’s bridge made 
from Popsicle sticks, it would be an innocent act, even 
a social service, using my own hands to recreate a lost 
remnant of the public domain. It would become a 
small part of the long history of bridges and their 
builders, occupying the spaces between this world 
and the next, the known and the unknown, with 
an almost ethereal quality to it, in the way that the 
renowned Mohawk ironworkers that have worked 
on bridges around North American are known as 
“Skywalkers.”
Yet at the same time I am also reminded that all 
tasks we put our hands to have consequence, and 
when I step off the ruins of the bridge to cross the 
creek on river stones, stopping to caress the current 
of the water with my palm, and look across to the 
forested ridges and snow dusted peaks beyond, I 
think that the absence of the bridge might be one 
small part of keeping this place whole. And maybe, 
I tell myself, that is why wolves have recently been in 
this part of the Pasayten where they have not been for 
many years,
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Sophia Answers Journey:
A LOVE LETTER FROM A WOLF MOTHER
Kristin Berger
Does the West hold its breath against an imminent symphony of quail?
- Scot Siegel
Overnight, the topographical map refuses 
to match—washed-out green swatches 
bleed unrecognizable down the range...
I am not long after you, but snared 
between forks that force me 
North to the Mighty River, a long
lapping, its silted brew only a memory 
of land. My abandoned gait. 
My mouth slick with moth fat.
The bowl of me hunts
for a cool scrabble to den down in—
I have only myself now to nuzzle.
Rank miners caves bristle
with the rumor of cougars 
on a backward breeze: I slip
beneath the fire lookout tower; the man 
senses my heat, a thin cloud 
with no strike, a restless evaporation.
Listen child—
hold your magnetic nerve 
to cross state lines of no substance.
Trespass. Make the people wince 
at your shadow. Spread the unwelcome 
seeds riding your pelt. Lodge yourself.
I will continue feasting 
on meat locked in river ice, 
that pale blue throat-song...
follow her to the ends of the earth.
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Wild Roots, Nicholas Triolo
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he first thing to consider was the 
weather.
The nights had the poisoned warmth 
of a fever. The nights brought apparitions to
the imagination. The mornings were bone 
cold, blood red, sulfurish clouds filling the 
sky like a mudslide.
The clouds parted by the afternoon and we had rain in 
broad daylight. The rain brought buried things up from 
the earth. Emma found a quartz knife in the mud one 
morning. She washed it clean and kept it in her skirt 
pocket always. The seasons were strange there, where we 
had come to live.
Emma’s movements were a mystery to me. She 
would disappear for hours and reappear without any 
explanation about where she had been or what she had 
8 • Camas • Winter 2013
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been doing. My puzzlement was undoubtedly heightened 
by the fact that I spent large portions of the waking day 
drinking.
But near the end, while I recovered from my wounds 
in bed, Emma told me a little bit of what she did when 
she was alone, pressing a warm washcloth to my forehead 
and whispering in my ear.
One morning, she said, she went downstairs and put 
on the stovetop coffee pot. She pulled on her bathrobe as 
it percolated and looked in the cupboards for the whiskey. 
There was nothing there but dust and old canned goods.
So she went walking about the cabin as the coffee 
simmered and spat. There was almost no furniture, just 
a scarred cherrywood table, a few weak-legged chairs, 
her steamer trunk, plastered with departure stickers. 
A dream machine had been abandoned in one corner, 
an old phonograph player with a platter that had been 
covered with a roll of cardboard. Intricate patterns were 
cut into the cardboards side and a lightbulb was dangled 
down the center. We flicked it on one night early in our 
stay, and watched it project creation myths on the walls. 
Then we never touched it again.
Emma poured the coffee into a cracked Mothers Day 
mug. She looked out the screen door onto the porch and 
saw me dead asleep in my clothes on the porch swing. 
Upturned whiskey bottles made a ring of roses around 
my kicked-off boots, but the bottle she was looking for 
was not among them. My nose was red and buckled to 
one side of my face. I rocked myself back and forth with 
my snores.
Emma went back inside, cooled her coffee with the 
remainder of the milk, and cleared it in a single throw.
She stamped on my boots and went out to the coop 
behind the cabin. The remaining chickens rooted there in 
the bruised dawn, picking through the mummified shit of 
their departed sisters. She lifted the hem of her bathrobe 
and stepped into the clearing. The chickens moved off to 
one edge, digging for the devil. How the dawn came over 
the rim of the earth reminded her of how, our first night 
in the cabin, I had broken a glass in the dishwater and 
she had held my hand in the sink and watched the blood 
spread from the wound in the hot water. She snatched up 
the fattest chicken by the legs, pulled down and then up 
on its neck until she felt the cleanness of the snap. Then 
she threw her to the ground to run amongst her sisters 
until her body had quit its dying.
She tied the chicken to a clothesline with a piece of 
twine and pulled the quartz knife from the pocket of her 
bathrobe. Two quick cuts with the blade and the blood 
poured from the jugular onto the dirt clearing. It splashed 
across her boots. She didn’t step back until it had bled 
itself dry.
When she came into the kitchen with the defeathered 
chicken, I was sitting at the kitchen table over a tin of 
coffee. She kicked off my boots at the door and swung the 
chicken atop the counter.
“Is that fresh coffee or what I made earlier?” she 
asked.
“Good morning,” I said. “I didn’t make this coffee.”
“It has to be cold by now.”
“It’s like ice water.”
“Let me make you a fresh cup.”
“No,” I said. “It’s alright the way it is.”
She washed her hands at the sink and wiped them 
dry on her bathrobe. A large red stain had spread across 
the outside of her pocket, where she had put the killing 
blade. She took out the chopping knife from the drawer.
“Do you want to help me dress her?” she asked me.
I looked down into the black well of my coffee.
“You know I don’t have the stomach for that.”
She looked down at the chicken, pink and 
goosepimpled where she had pulled and singed the 
feathers off with her lighter.
“I know that,” she said. “You smell like whiskey. Go 
wash off”
I washed down a crust of bread with the rest of the 
coffee, pulled on my boots at the door, and stamped them 
on outside. A cigarette had come to rest between two 
porch slats and I picked it up and put it to my lips. I took 
out a matchbook, struck one, and lit the cigarette. I had 
lost count of our days out there. I walked off through the 
field and into the woods, kicking up rocks where I went.
When I came to the pond, I stripped to my bare 
ass and untwined the burlap sack from a branch of the 
elm tree. I drew out the cake of soap and the razor, then 
rehitched the sack. Wading out into that freezing water, 
I thought how, come winter, that pond would lie frozen 
three feet down, and all the things that would survive 
would have to live at the bottom, where light was not able 
to travel. I floated on my back across the mossy skim and 
closed my eyes for a long time. Come winter, she would 
boil our bath water on the stove by the potful, and we 
would sit knee-to-knee over tins of whiskey in the hot 
water of the iron tub. I held my breath, ducked my head 
below the cold water, and pretended I was dead for as 
long as my lungs could take.
She was putting the animal in the oven by the time I 
came inside. She had chopped off the animal’s head, cut 
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off the feet with scissors, removed the beasts internals 
from its ass end, skinned, washed, basted, wrapped the 
animal, and dressed it as fast as she could for my sake. She 
knew I didn’t have the guts to watch an animal emptied 
and readied for my benefit.
After she closed the oven door on the animal, she 
stayed motionless, staring at the burner range, the spilled 
gristle and blackened fat of the decades past.
“What’s wrong with us?” she asked.
I came up behind her and held my hands along her 
hips. I did not physically touch her, but imagined her 
warmth, and imagined I was warm, too.
“I never noticed the pattern to your dress before,” I 
said.
“I've had this dress for a long time.”
“It's a strange pattern. The floral.”
“There’s a flaw to the print,” she said. “A dark red 
smudge to one side.”
“It reminds me of something. Something that makes 
me feel good... but I don’t know what.”
My hands came across her hips. She pulled away 
from me, running out the screen door, across the porch, 
into the field.
I called her name, but she was far out, almost in the 
woods. I could hear the howls of the wild dogs leaping 
at her from deep within the forest cover, wailings and 
warnings. And from where I watched, I could see how, 
out along the far edge of the field, a gleam caught her eye 
like the blade of a scalpel. I could see her wade through 
the overrun grass and weeds and broken beer bottles 
until she found the bottle of whiskey, taking it in her 
hand, turning it in the light so the liquor changed colors, 
cinnamon to wheat to honey. Then she unscrewed the 
cap and drank until there was nothing left.
I
 WAS WORKING ON A DOGHOUSE.
I did this most afternoons, carpentering 
in the sun while she disappeared. I had 
taken a hammer to the flooring and paneling 
of an abandoned homestead, wheelbarrowed 
the busted boards back up the road, cut little 
walls from them and fashioned a roof from 
scavenged lumber.
The dogs that lived out in the woods began abandoning 
their weaker pups with the turn of the weather. The 
orphan mutts sometimes wandered onto our land, blind 
and mewling before they eventually died. I found their 
frosted little bodies and Emma buried them.
I began to think I would catch one of the mutts and 
bring it for us to raise. I was working on the doghouse 
when I saw the boy coming out of the woods, stumbling 
in a zig-zag through the overrun field. His head was just 
a black smudge in the distance, but after awhile I could 
make out that he had a sack hitched over his shoulder. I 
stood up from my work and watched the boy approach. 
As he came closer, I could see how he was dressed like the 
rest of the weird children in the area, drafty sacks of canvas 
clothing sewn together, worn down dusty and thin. But 
where the other children were skittish, medieval creatures, 
this boy came right through the field and stepped into the 
clearing I had made for the doghouse. He had on a black 
mask made from the same crude material as his clothing. 
Around the hacked-out eyeholes and mouth hole he had 
drawn a clumsy chalk skeleton face.
He stopped in front of the doghouse and deposited 
his sack between us.
“Trick or treat,” he said lowly.
I looked down at the boy’s sack. It was a bedsheet 
bundled around a box shape, black and tattered from 
having been dragged behind him.
“It’s not Halloween,” I said.
The boy pressed a muddy boot down on the sack, as 
if to make sure what had been inside there was still with 
us.
“Trick or treat,” he said again, still looking down at 
the sack.
I rested the hammer across my shoulder and looked 
down at the boy.
“You’re late for Halloween,” I said. “You must be lost, 
too. What are you doing out here by yourself?”
The boy lifted the bag, dropped it, then looked up at 
me as if the air between us had been cleared by the act.
I sighed. “Do you have a name?”
The boy just looked back down. His black mask hung 
awkwardly off his head, sagging down across his bony 
chest. His breath came out of it loud and nostrily.
“Aw, hell,” I said. “Let’s go over to the house.”
The boy hitched up his sack, then stuck out his hand 
to be led. I looked at it for a moment, how the dirt had 
worked between the cracks of his skin, and the grime had 
followed the topology of his hands down to his yellow, 
cracked, brittle-looking fingernails.
I motioned with my head and said, “It’s over this way, 
kid.”
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When we got to the house, the boy dropped his 
sack on the top step and sat unprompted on the porch 
swing. He rocked back and forth on the swing, kicking 
over empty whiskey bottles on the upswing.
I called to her in the house. She came to the 
screendoor after a moment with a drink clinking in her 
hand. She leaned into the screen to look out onto the 
porch.
“A crazy boy has come out of the woods,” I said.
"What are you talking about?” she asked. The 
screen hung free in one corner, the mesh dotted with 
insects, and it had a dusty smell.
“I have a weird boy here.” I jerked my thumb over 
my shoulder. “In a mask. Like I said, he wandered out 
from the woods. He thinks its Halloween. Do we have 
any chocolate milk or something?”
“What the hell are you talking about?” she said. 
“Just leave me alone.”
I opened the screen door, but she reached out and 
shut it on me, then slammed the front door after it.
I stood there for several moments, staring at the 
scratched finish of the old oak door.
“Sorry kid,” I said, turning around, “we’re out of 
chocolate milk.”
But no one was there.
The porch swing still swayed back and forth. I went 
to the top step and scanned the field, looking through 
the field and off into the woods. Then I went around 
the back of the cabin, looking under the porch, around 
the shed. The boy was nowhere to be found.
When I came around the front of the house, I 
noticed the boy’s bedsheet sack on the top step. I 
chucked it over my shoulder, and, with a look back at 
the front door, took the slow walk back to my work.
Crazed howls came from the woods. All those 
wild orphans with no claim in the world upon them. I 
crawled into the doghouse, sat on the unfinished floor, 
and dropped the sack between my two boots. I took 
out Emma’s black matchbook and began lighting the 
matches, letting them burn one by one down to my 
fingertips.
When they were gone, I lifted the sack and let it 
unwind itself. I set it down and let the sheet fall away. 
Then I stared for what felt like a hundred years at what 
was inside.
Two dead, frosted pups curled around a small 
wooden music box.
I put the emptied matchbook back in my pocket. 
Wild sounds came from the woods.
W
E STAYED UP LATE that night 
at the kitchen table, a kerosene 
lamp and two jam jars of whiskey 
between us. Our breath filled the space with 
clouds of frosted electrons. The music box sat 
next to the lamp. It was dark, mildewed, and 
sealed shut with a rusted iron latch. I ran a 
fingernail over the clasp, scraping oxidized 
particles into the air.
“I want to open it,” I said again.
“I don’t want that,” she said. “I don’t want to hear 
what will come out of that box.”
She downed the last of her whiskey, then picked up 
the bottle from the floor and refilled her glass. A hard 
wind came out of the woods, cracking the ice that had 
accrued upon the windows. Bitter gusts ran through the 
boards of the cabin and settled their bones over our lives. 
The boy hadn't turned up the rest of the day, but there 
wasn’t an hour that went by that I didn’t stop looking for 
him, through the kitchen windows and across the field 
and into the woods. But I didn’t tell her that.
“This is what we should do,” she said. “We should get 
rid of that box. Get rid of it and forget it ever came.” 
“You’re not thinking right,” I said.
She was quiet a moment, then she said, “Men and 
their decisions.” She finished her whiskey and set her 
glass on the table. “I have to live with the consequences.”
I met her gaze, then broke it to take a long pull at my 
whiskey.
“It was our fault,” she said. “Were the guilty ones.” 
“Finn killed himself?’ I said. “We had nothing to do 
with it.”
“You don’t sound upset. Not even a little bit.”
“Finn was a rag pressed against our mouths. He was 
a plague ship sent to our shore.”
She looked away. I slammed the rest of his whiskey 
and pushed myself from the table. Grabbing the kerosene 
lamp, I walked about the kitchen.
“It isn’t a reason I shouldn’t play that box just because 
you feel like it.”
“I hate music boxes. They’re bad tidings. My 
grandmother always said that.”
“I thought you said she collected them.”
“She was crazy.”
I fixed the lamp to a hook by the doorway. Then I 
reached across the table and undid the box’s rusty clasp,
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looking up just in time to see her come at me over the 
table with the whiskey bottle.
I ducked under her swing, our bodies colliding 
over the table. The bottle shattered against the wall 
and I grabbed her by the thermals. Pulled her off the 
table. Shoved her against the wall. Pots came down 
in a clatter. She had her knife out. The quartz blade. I 
couldn’t do anything. She slashed me across the chest 
as I came forward. The blade went through my flannel 
shirt and I backed up pouring blood. A stain spread 
across my shirt and dripped into my pants. She moved 
at me again. I got my forearms between the blade 
and my face. She slashed again, then again, but I was 
knocked over chairs through the kitchen. Then I was 
out the screendoor, consumed by a white smear.
The first snow of winter. A lumbering, blinded 
snowfall, the likes of which I didn’t think could exist 
this time of year. My socks sank into the fresh snow. 
I heard her come out the door behind me. I didn’t 
run. Not exactly. I just witnessed my own movement 
through the field and the smoky layer of snow blowing 
across it. I didn’t feel any cold at all. A hot, fussy flush 
spread outwards from my chest, warming my whole 
body. But I had a difficult time breathing by the time I 
reached the woods. And when I turned, she was there 
at my heels. She didn’t have her blade with her.
I went down into the snow. When my chest hit 
the ground, the cold was a relief. Darkness crept at the 
edges of my vision. I tried looking up but my body was 
no longer under my control. She was wearing my boots. 
I listened for a long time to the labor of her breathing.
Then there was nothing.
I
 WOKE UP IN BED.
My back was scraped raw from being 
dragged home by the boot heels. I tried 
rolling over, but she put a hand on my chest 
and held me against the bed. The bedsprings 
caught against the dragmarks.
I stopped moving and for a long time all I could see 
were the ceiling beams. Then her face was leaning over 
me, outlined by morning shadows. She had cut off my 
shirt and was washing out my wounds with soap and a 
tub of hot water. I counted the frizz of her hair in the 
blanched light.
When she was done, she dressed the wounds with
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long mummy strips, layering them atop one another, 
until my whole chest was bandaged. The cotton had a 
red floral print, a flaw to one edge of the design.
“Get up when you can,” she said, and I fell asleep.
Moments, hours later, I opened my eyes. The light 
in the room had become red wine warmed in the sun. 
She pressed a warm washcloth to my face. The hem and 
sleeveline of her floral dress was shortened and ragged 
at the edges. A bright, flushed color filled the muscles of 
her face.
I looked past her, out the window.
“It stopped snowing,” I said.
“It stopped some time ago.” She wrung the cloth 
into the tub, then dipped it once more and pressed it 
against my neck. “I wonder... did it even snow at all? It 
was so brief and strange that it feels unreal to me right 
now. I don’t know. Maybe it was all just a dream.”
She squeezed the washcloth in her hand, the water 
running down her forearm and joining with her sweat. 
She walked from the room dripping water.
“I'm warming the chicken in the oven,” she said 
over her shoulder. “You come downstairs and eat when 
you can. You've been asleep for a long, long time.”
“Wait,” I said.
She paused in the doorway.
“Evacipate,” I said. “To undo the past.”
She walked out of the room.
“Mneomist,” she said from the hallway. “One who 
remembers everything.”
fter A long time, a faint, tinny 
noise stirred from the kitchen. I 
thought I was imagining it. But
it persisted. After awhile, I realized what it 
was. The clockwork bells of the music box 
turning in their song.
It reminded me of something familiar. Something 
familiar and good. I listened to it chime for several 
revolutions, then I pulled myself out of bed, wincing 
with every movement. I took her bathrobe off the side 
of the wicker chair and pulled it over myself. In the 
mirror, I saw how the wounds of my chest had seeped 
through the floral bandages, how the blood had righted 
the flaw to the design, and I ran my fingers along it end 
to end.
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We come with our axes to listen, our axes 
sharp and heavy in our hands; we kneel; 
we believe we will listen, and for a time 
we do listen, our ears attuned to nuance.
As the broad flat sky seeps and flickers 
between the trees something blue flashes, 
a bird but larger, an assemblage of blues 
between the leaves out on the road, a bike, 
a man on a bike, a man with silver hair 
and a weathered face on a bike, gone.
Now we are listening again, something 
twitters, something downriver plops, 
many small things, believing (we are so 
silent) we are gone, begin to patter and rustle 
in the trees.
But the axe has begun 
to glow in our hands, its weight burning 
into our shoulders. We are like boys 
with new slingshots. We stand and sit again, 
try to wait. What are we waiting for? 
The tree and the axe have known each other 
forever, pull toward each other, we are only 
the delivery system, what will we do 
with all this wood?
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when, as children, 
we climbed 
to gather pinecones. 
Cradled in our shirts 
we carried them 
and harvested 




from the sap and soil, 
held fast to the rough bark. 
The same outstretched limbs 
which held our weight 
so confidently— 
in winter bore the burden 
of heaps of snow.
Wed tug 
at the slightest bit of green 
and tip our faces down 
awaiting the avalanche to follow.
But it is the fragrance 
I remember most, 
the distinctive odor 
of pine needles and wild flowers, 
the scent of impending rain 
carried along a crisp autumn wind, 
and the bitter perfume of sap 
that saturated our clothes and skin 
long after the harvest was over.
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Vertebrate Connection, Bethann G. Merkle
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Unwritten History of a Midwest Settlement, 
ca.1831
Beth McDermott




homes; and oak, 
hickory, black
walnut. Hands 
the color of roses.
What the saw
scrapped or bore 





But the good wood— 






in the spark 
of the blades teeth




for the births, 
the milk, the morn­
ings
without a bath to 
clean the plate?
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Sin Min Koos, or “Thing That’s in the Way” This was the indigenous name given to Mount Jumbo by the Salish tribe before copper miners came 
through Western Montana in the 1800s and viewed the 
4,768-foot mountain instead as a reclining elephant. For 
several years, they designated it “Elephant Hill,” until 
the name changed yet again, inspired by Barnum and 
Baileys most prized circus captive at the time:
Jumbo the Elephant.
I’m sitting here, half-naked atop this oversized thimble of departing grass and geologic possibility.
From Mount Jumbo’s summit, I peer west into primordial 
lakebed as the sun loses itself behind the Bitterroot, 
and Missoula’s glacial creep of development—no signs 
of melting—butts up against an unkempt mountain 
fingernail. Big sagebrush, artemisia tridentata, takes 
a cleansing lap through lungs with every inhalation; 
running the steep ascent, I had rubbed a handful of sage 
into my mustache.
From this sweeping vantage, I watch as a mile and 
a half of westbound coal train slithers to a standstill into 
the station. My eyes track the defeated serpent’s arrival, 
his distended stomach dragging 125 undigested bunnies 
of bubonic coal, lurching forward towards some 
unthinkably distant place. What a peculiar chapter in 
the life of a substance crockpot-cooked for 400 million 
years.
400 million years.
400 million years ago, a tree decided that it was time.
400 million years ago, a tree saluted the sky, then 
splish-splash-dashed to her boggy demise. Embalmed 
in peat, Earth’s undertaker heaved mountains upon 
mountains over this swamp and a great mummification 
commenced: heat from below, pressure from above, and 
what’s created is something dark, dense, and dangerously 
delectable.
Bearing witness to this train from my evolutionarily 
advantageous perch, prey is indeed visible but not to 
these modem eyes, eyes much more attuned to hunting 
down sale prices than elusive fauna. Salt and sweat flirt 
with eyelids as my gaze sharpens, trying to make sense 
of the last 24 hours, and, most importantly, how today 
began:
In a cold jail.
Heading West, Brad Benke
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Jumbo was an African Bush Elephant. Loxodonta Africana. Largest living terrestrial mammal in the world, and strong as hell. Their trunks alone house more 
than 40,000 different muscles. Bush elephants grow 
up surrounded entirely by female herd members, an 
impermeable matriarchy that nurtures and protects them 
until adulthood. Highly social, elephants are known for 
displaying strong emotional responses—grief, joy, love, 
empathy, and play—and have even been caught weeping 
for several hours. It’s not unusual for them to revisit 
gravesites of deceased herd members, take a long moment 
of pause, then toss twigs, dirt, and leaves on top of the body 
in respect.
The African Bush Elephant is also known to act 
out in fierce rage and anger when their herd or home is 
threatened.
I’m sitting here together with 13 others, after trespassing onto Montana Rail Link property in 
Helena, Montana. We form a human horseshoe in the 
crotch of dirt between train tracks, and we wait. Sun is 
sitting front row to spectate, unflinching and direct. And 
this dirt—this dirt feels poisonous. I can feel it searing the 
red handkerchief in my pant pocket. Fingering some rail 
yard gravel, I drop it immediately after recalling the high 
mercury levels associated with coal dust residual from 
passing trains.
We are all here because of coal. Earlier that morning, 
over 70 concerned citizens, old and young, congregated 
in Helena’s main park to hold a demonstration resisting 
new proposals to export coal overseas. Burning this stuff 
has become one of the single biggest contributors of 
anthropogenic climate change. Montana houses more coal 
in the ground than any other U.S. state, and we intend to 
keep it there: in the ground.
Following the rally, our large contingency marched 
towards the railway station where a faction broke off to risk 
arrest by sitting down in between the tracks and impeding 
the passage of coal trains, until the police came to arrest us.
Spiral sits next to me. His frame is long and strong, 
gregarious and playful. Fish-stick-shaped dreads shoot 
skyward from his scalp in every possible direction. Our 
interchange unpacks his vision for a better world, one 
of intricate design and great abstraction. With every 
word, Spiral’s eyes combust with hope then simmer with 
uncertainty, a common recipe when meeting fellow heart­
bleeding activists:
1 cup passion, raw.
2/3 cup creative imagination, air-whipped.
1 heaping teaspoon pain and loss, coarsely ground.
A lone bird feather dances in the dirt a few feet from 
us, so Spiral picks it up, pokes it through his earthen hair, 
then looks at me with toothy satisfaction. Though different 
personalities, what landed both of us here is something 
intimately shared.
A railway officer arrives to explain the consequences of 
criminal trespassing, giving us two chances to reconsider. 
No one budges. I feel sturdy, like a mountain, and witness 
this shared infallibility, a burning incandescence in the 
eyes surrounding me. The man returns ten minutes later 
with a gaggle of policemen and we are slowly, individually 
detained, taken off private property through a thicket 
of chanting protesters, news reporters, and confused 
onlookers. My hands tremble; blood and vein shuttle 
conviction through my entire body.
Jumbo the Elephant was an international sensation in the late 1800s. Stolen from Sudan and held captive, this unusually large African Bush Elephant was shipped to 
the London Zoo where he lived for several years, amusing 
thousands of young British imperialists-to-be with rides 
and laughs and trepidation. In 1882, circus owner P. T. 
Barnum became obsessed with acquiring Jumbo for “The 
Greatest Show on Earth.” And so it was. Purchased for what 
would today be nearly a quarter million dollars, this tusked 
behemoth traveled with the Barnum and Bailey Circus 
for over three years, contributing much to its success. 
Everything was going exceptionally well—for the humans, 
that is—until one September morning in 1885.
I’m sitting here in Helena, it’s 2 a.m., and I can’t sleep.I was expecting to be in a jail cell, reading some moldy 
romance novel and mulling over thoughts of revolution. 
But I’m not. Instead, I’m here, in some volunteer’s cold 
basement, waiting for tomorrow’s court hearing after 
being cited for trespassing. Blinking blue modem lights 
illuminate the room just enough for me to notice hundreds 
of Transformer toys littering the carpet.
The mess reminds me why I’m here, why we sat on 
those train tracks earlier, and why fighting for a more 
honest future matters. It matters because of these toys. It 
matters because of the sustained vitality and imagination 
of our children, and of us. It matters because, as responsible 
“adults,” we must be creative in our response and do what 
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is necessary to stop further abuse of the global commons. 
It matters for these future ones, for the lives that will extend 
well past our own. To expect them to mop up our ecological 
bloodbath is unacceptable. We are fully, entirely, culpable.
So it is here, sitting in my underwear on a dying air 
mattress—they always die—draped in blue light and 
witnessed by 1,000 Transformers, where I vow to never 
give up on this fight, to never fall back asleep.
ON A CRISP-COLD SEPTEMBER MORNING in 1885, Jumbo the Elephant was in Ontario, Canada for 
contact?
A female officer escorts me to another room to take 
fingerprints, more of my personal details now woven into 
a cobwebbed matrix of records, surveillance, and fear. Just 
doing her job. She thanks me for stepping up to take action, 
disclosing that her family lives near the railroad track 
and she “sure as hell ain’t wantin’ no more trains coming 
through.” I share with her what I know about the dangers 
of mercury, asthma, and lung disease related to long-term 
coal dust exposure, and she shudders in solidarity.
She’s one of us. They all are.
We must put our tons of weight, 
our 40,000-musceed trunk, on the line to stop such 
ANTIQUATED WAYS OF BEING, OF CONSUMING.
a circus performance. While Jumbo and his younger 
comrade Tom Thumb were being escorted across train 
tracks, a freight train accidentally struck them both, killing 
Tom Thumb immediately. Aged 24, Jumbo was 11 feet tall 
and weighed over 6.5 tons. The impact was so powerful that 
it derailed the train, a steam engine freight line sustained on 
a steady diet of coal.
Fatally wounded, Jumbo had completely taken a train 
off its tracks.
I’m sitting here, awaiting orders in this county jail processing room, a most sterile and uncongenial space. 
Carcinogens spritz through a gap-toothed air freshener, 
attempting to cover up this leprous face of humanity. A 
prison guard enters me into the system, his belly spilling onto 
the keyboard, doing most of the typing. I peer into one cell 
and come pupil-to-pupil with a man similar in age, reading 
a book with legs crossed. I wonder what he did: Shoplifting? 
Rape? Stopping trains? Stopping terror? Causing it? He looks 
comfortable, contemplative, surrendered.
I rest quietly in this space, inhabiting our heritage of 
incarceration. Walls of concrete and steel and impediment 
The judge prescribed no jail time for me: only mug shots, 
fingerprints, and fines. Yet part of me wishes jail had 
happened. Part of me wishes to experience the coldness 
and emptiness and loneliness of cement everything, if only 
for a night Where might your thoughts go? Would you 
lose contact with the wild animal within, tusks shiny-sharp, 
romping through thick-canopied forest? Would you lose
A New York Times article in 1885 vividly described 
JTAJumbo’s last minutes:
After the accident, when the noise and confusion had 
somewhat ceased, so that the examination could be 
made of Jumbo, it was found that there were deep gashes 
in his flank, his feet were tom, and the blood ran out of 
his mouth, but Jumbo looked more majestic than ever 
before. The great beast gave one groan after being struck. 
Then he assumed an attitude of determination, which he 
maintained until the sands of his life ran out.
I’m sitting here on Mount Jumbo and evening invades quickly. I begin my descent along Jumbo’s backbone as 
golden grasses synchronize a Death Dance, directed by the 
wind’s calligraphic twirl. Emboldened after the weekend’s 
action, I wonder if, perhaps, the native Salish had it right 
the whole time: “Thing That’s in the Way’’ When the triad 
of science and reason and morality agree that burning coal 
is a core violation of Earths vitality, and yet still it persists for 
profit, we must get in the way of this development We must 
put our tons of weight, our 40,000-muscled trunk, on the 
line to stop such antiquated ways of being, of consuming. We 
must.
Before re-entering the civilized waffle iron below, I take 
one final look to see if the coal train has moved. It hasn’t It 
is almost as if something strong yet desperate, something 
tamed yet inherently wild, and something large yet barely 
visible has impeded its passage.
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The young girl would one day live with another name, 
Sacajawea, “boat puller” in Shoshoni, without questioning 
her strength on the rope, without knowing who or what she was
pulling. But here, she was Bonaiv, “grass maiden.” Over far hills, 
her brother ran the horses. On the air, voices of women, scent of salmon 
drying in summer’s heat. The pine trees lifted their needles to the sky.
Bonaiv threw a stone into the river and watched ripples 
widen. One day she would dive from a pirogue into rapids 
to save all she could: rifle, blanket, gunpowder, symbols
written in a large book she could not read, a language 
without sound. Boinaiv lowered her hand to the ground 
and looped an S, a shape that reminded her
of a rattle snake, carving the slow, soft rustle of earth beneath 
her fingers. The sand trembled, and she raised a snakeskin 
from the river’s bank. Its delicate white flakes changed
light into colors she’d seen beading her grandmother’s neck.
She held the scales to her eye and looked through: 
the world before her blurred to white.
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Butte, Stephanie Parker
There Will Be Oil
EDWIN DOBB
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O
NE WARM AFTERNOON TWO SUMMERS AGO, 
I stood on a steep eroded bluff overlooking the 
Missouri River, southwest of New Town, North 
Dakota, on the Fort Berthold Reservation. Two historic 
preservation officers from the Mandan, Hidatsa, and 
Arikara Nation—Elgin Crows Breast and Calvin Grinnell— 
were showing me a place they had long searched for and 
recently found, the very spot where, in the mid-1830s, 
George Catlin painted the panoramic landscape he titled 
“Big Bend on the Upper Missouri above St. Louis” At Catlin’s 
Point, their name for the promontory, clues to the history of 
the region came into view, clues that also say much about an 
ancient but ever-more effective and increasingly pervasive 
enterprise of Homo sapiens—remaking the given world.
Along the river bottom the Mandan, a sedentary tribe, 
grew several varieties of maize that they traded with their 
neighbors. In other words, well before Lewis & Clark passed 
through the region, the indigenous people worked the land 
and coaxed it to do their bidding, though in a gentle manner. 
They were small-scale farmers. But their modest way of life 
was no match for the European-American juggernaut, with 
its weapons and diseases, machines and manifest disruption, 
which eventually included bending to human purpose the 
power of the river itself. About 75 miles downstream from 
Catlin’s Point is Garrison Dam, constructed in the late 1940s 
and early 1950s chiefly to produce electricity. By 1953, the 
resultant lake—called Sakakawea—had flooded 155,000 
acres of tribal land, while also entombing several sacred sites 
and nine small towns, one not far from where Crows Breast, 
Grinnell, and I were standing. Over time, as the water rose, 
some 1,700 people abandoned their homes and fled to 
higher ground, establishing a community they christened 
New Town.
Following the doomed practice of assigning a dollar 
value to things whose worth can’t be measured in monetary 
terms alone, the U.S. government offered the three affiliated 
tribes about $5 million, or $33 per acre, to compensate for 
their loss. The Mandan, Hidatsa, and Arikara protested, 
eventually convincing Congress to increase the amount to 
$12.5 million, still far short of the land’s appraised value at 
the time. But the three affiliated tribes, which had joined 
together when they were on the verge of being erased 
from the prairie altogether, lost more than treaty territory. 
According to the final settlement, they were prohibited from 
grazing, hunting, and fishing along the new shoreline. They 
couldn’t draw water from the lake for irrigation projects. 
And they no longer owned the subsurface mineral rights 
within the reservoir area.
After saying goodbye to Crows Breast and Grinnell, I 
visited Marilyn Hudson, administrator of the Three Tribes 
Museum, in New Town. “We’re making the best of a bad 
situation,” she said. The 79-year-old former BIA official 
had in mind the effects of unchecked oil development on 
the reservation during the past few years, but the comment 
conjured up a litany of unhappy historical “situations,” the 
most personal and most painful being the day when she, a 
senior in high school, and her family were forced to abandon 
their home in Elbowoods, nestled next to the Missouri, one 
of the villages condemned to eerie repose at the bottom of 
the lake. Fort Berthold has been inundated again, Hudson 
believes, this time by industry.
“Tribal leaders weren’t prepared,” she said. “Nor was the 
BIA.” The only ones who knew “where they were going”—as 
she put it—were oil interests, which, several years ago, used 
dummy companies to lease most of the available mineral 
rights at discount prices. Hudson has argued for prohibiting 
or limiting drilling on certain parts of the reservation. Her 
pleas have been in vain. “The tribe has no oil industry 
experts,” Hudson explained, “no economists, no geologists, 
no civil engineers, no technicians, no one with the right 
kind of business experience, no mechanisms for regulation 
or monitoring.” Fearful that a singular opportunity will be 
squandered, she and other members of the Indian General 
Council proposed that the lease fees and oil revenue the 
affiliated tribes receive be placed in a trust fund and not 
touched until a comprehensive, long-range development 
plan is approved. Among other things, Hudson wants to 
make sure the income is used to cultivate Indian education, 
Indian expertise, and Indian-owned and operated 
enterprises, in effect creating an economic renaissance that 
would bring prosperity to everyone on the reservation. The 
general council adopted the resolution, then sent it to the 
tribal leadership for consideration. “Nothing happened,” 
Hudson said. That was several years ago.
O
F EVERYTHING THAT’S TAKING PLACE TODAY 
in the oil patch, what will last? Will the enduring 
things be the most desirable things? These 
questions haunt Don Kalil, chairman of the Williams 
County Board of Commissioners. “Oil is a rental business,” 
Kalil says, meaning, it doesn’t stay in one place, doesn’t owe 
its allegiance to a specific set of local circumstances, like, say, 
farming and ranching, which Kalil’s family has been doing 
west of Williston, the county seat, for more than a hundred 
years. Perhaps nothing better symbolizes the contrast than 
the two most iconic structures on the prairie today—the 
itinerant drill rig and the steadfast grain silo. “When the 
industry goes south, and it will go south,” Kalil says, “they 
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just walk away’’
Kalil explained his concerns while he worked on a 
barbed wire fence on land he leases from the state as summer 
pasture for his red angus cattle. A pipeline company had 
damaged the fence but failed, in Kalil’s eyes, to repair it 
properly, which he couldn’t help but take as emblematic of 
the larger transformation under way in Williams County He 
doesn’t oppose development, only development run amok, 
which is how he sees the boom. “Slow it down,” Kalil argues. 
Contain it before it destroys the closely bound communities 
and easygoing lifestyle that during good times have been the 
hallmarks of the region. Even if that were still possible—and 
Kalil has all but lost hope—the only effective way would be 
to limit the number of drill rigs or well permits, and state 
officials have no wish to do either. Quite the opposite.
“It breaks my heart,” Kalil said while pulling another 
strand taut.
Slow down. If you put your ear to the ground, you 
can’t go far or long in the oil patch without hearing some 
version of that sentiment, including from people who were 
enthusiastic supporters of the boom, and support it still, 
and are making money because of it, but didn’t realize they 
had invited a tsunami into their lives. North Dakotans are 
no strangers to the here now-gone tomorrow nature of oil 
booms, having experienced one 
in the 1950s, then another in 
the 1980s. But the scale, ferocity, 
and speed of the current frenzy 
found them unprepared. And 
they’ve experienced only the 
first stage of the invasion. 
Hie industry, as measured by 
number of wells, is expected to 
increase fivefold during the next 
ten to 20 years.
It’s also easy to imagine slow down as a historical refrain, 
a counter-chorus to every rush that’s swept through North 
Dakota. To the waves of settlers who arrived in the 19th 
century, nearly decimating the indigenous people: Slow 
down. To the mechanization of agriculture that took place 
in the first half of the 20th century, cutting the number of 
farms from 80,000 to 30,000: Slow down. To the conversion 
of the Missouri from a free-flowing river into an immense 
energy generator that extends almost to the Montana 
border: Slow down.
But voluntarily imposing limits doesn’t come easy to our 
kind, if it comes at all, even when we know it’s the smart thing 
to do, the mature thing to do, even while we tell our children 
fairy tales about the virtue of doing so. Nor is restraint 
It’s also easy to imagine 
slow down as a historical refrain, 
a counter-chorus to every 
rush that’s swept through 
North Dakota.
likely to prevail this time around. Lynn Helms, director of 
the North Dakota Department of Mineral Resources, has 
said repeatedly he wants to drill and hydraulically fracture 
every square mile of the oil patch. Despite assurances that 
public lands will be protected, industry is now active along 
the borders of Theodore Roosevelt National Park, and it’s 
encroaching upon the Little Missouri National Grasslands. 
“The badlands are not just a picture postcard,” says Clay 
Jenkinsen, director of The Dakota Institute and one of the 
few public figures in the state willing to question the boom 
openly. “They are an experience.” And that experience 
is now on course to be degraded beyond recognition. In 
the absence of mandatory setbacks and other regulations, 
western North Dakota’s last wild places will become little 
more than remnants in a patchwork of noise, traffic, dust, 
methane fumes, and light pollution. Gone will be the area’s 
signature features—silence, solitude, serenity. Gone the 
understated glory of the prairie.
Especially telling, in my view, is the deliberate waste in 
the oil patch. Last year alone, North Dakota squandered $1 
billion worth of natural gas—via flaring. That’s the carbon 
emissions equivalent of putting one million new cars on 
the road. To be sure, the industry would rather recover the 
gas. And it must be acknowledged that factors are in play 
that encourage rapid, wholesale 
development, including
uncertainty about the global 
market, three-year mineral 
rights leases on private land, and 
the possibility the EPA could 
impose tighter restrictions, or 
worse, call for a moratorium 
on fracking. But did anyone in 
charge even consider delaying
drilling until enough infrastructure had been built? And 
wouldn’t old-fashioned prudence dictate testing new 
drilling, fracking, and wastewater disposal strategies on a 
small scale before applying them everywhere, all at once, as 
fast as possible? If these questions seem naive, I would argue 
they do so only because of the dominant ideology, which 
is based on technological determinism and the systematic 
postponement of full accountability. As a result, a massive 
experiment is under way, the lasting consequences of which 
won’t be evident until it’s too late to do much about them. 
“This is a full-scale mining operation,” says Brent Sanford, 
the young, enthusiastic mayor of Watford City, a small 
community in McKenzie County that prior to the boom 
had started to look like the dying town in the film The Last 
Picture Show. “Now we can get back to work,” Sanford says.
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Gone will be the area’s 
signature features— 
silence, solitude, serenity.
Gone the understated 
glory of the prairie.
The day I drove to the Jorgenson place, in the northwest corner of Mountrail County, was the day I fell under the spell of the prairie. North of 
Tioga I turned off Route 40, heading east. On both sides 
of the gravel road fields of wheat, alfalfa, and sunflowers 
spread to the horizon. In this part of the country, if 
you’re not in a hurry, you 
can’t help but notice the 
sound—that there’s so little 
of it, for one thing, and that 
it’s mostly orchestrated by 
the wind, which is almost 
always present, howling, 
thrumming, or, as happened 
that morning, whispering, 
as it sifted through the still­
green crops. I continued for eight miles along a road 
without bends in a land without contours, none of which 
prepared me for my destination—the White Earth Valley, 
a wide grassy basin whose subtle charm owes much to 
the flatness of the area surrounding it. Here, on a bench 
above the valley, Richard and Brenda Jorgenson, both 59, 
have lived for more than 30 years.
While Richard drove a swather in a nearby field, 
cutting sweet-smelling alfalfa for cattle feed, Brenda 
showed me the troubles the boom has visited upon them, 
which also highlighted sacrifices residents throughout 
the region are making for the sake of oil. Brenda 
conducted the tour on an ATV, accompanied by two of 
her grandchildren, seven-year-old Ashley and five-year- 
old Kyle. With Ashley sitting on her grandmother’s lap 
and daredevil Kyle riding hands-free next to me in the 
back, we headed north of the house, skirting patches 
of virgin prairie, home to coneflowers, blue-eyed grass, 
and blanket flowers, and coulees where ash trees and 
Juneberry bushes were abundant.
Brenda was still in college when Richard showed her 
the valley. “It was instant love,” she says. Making a go of 
it on the Jorgenson family property, however, has never 
been easy. Eight years passed before they were able to 
build a house, which they did themselves, moving in on 
Easter weekend, 1980. Like most of the landowners I met 
in the oil patch, Richard held a second full-time job, not 
retiring until 2006. Brenda worked part-time. Farming 
and ranching rarely provide enough income to support a 
family. You don’t do it unless it’s something you can’t live 
without. Early on Richard also handled all of the work on 
the land, which took a toll. “He was getting too grouchy’ 
Brenda says. “I told him, ‘You have to teach me how to
help you.”’
We arrived at a spot that afforded a view of the White 
Earth River, a narrow stream that winds through the 
Jorgensons prime farmland. The valley floor is where a 
company called Alliance Pipeline is constructing a 12- 
inch gas conduit that will connect an existing processing 
plant in Tioga to its main 
line, some 80 miles away. The 
Jorgensons and several of 
their neighbors vehemently 
opposed the project. “I 
don’t want a bomb in my 
backyard,” Richard says. 
But Alliance went to court, 
threatening to use eminent 
domain, the controversial 
process by which private property can be seized in the 
name of a larger public good, in this instance, providing 
energy that the U.S. demands. The morning I visited was 
supposed to be the last day company surveyors would 
traipse around the ranch, an insult in itself. “What does it 
mean when I say, ‘Someone’s hunting for gravel?”’ Brenda 
asked her grandchildren, invoking the underhanded oil 
men in the film There Will Be Blood. “They’re snooping 
around,” Kyle replied. As if on cue, a hawk shrieked 
overhead.
While the Jorgenson’s fight to retain control of their 
bottom land, they are already living with the consequences 
of having lost it elsewhere on the ranch. Eight hundred 
feet from their house a jack pump runs day and night. 
At least three more will be built on the spot. They didn’t 
want the well—the noise, traffic, damage to their land, 
contamination risks, methane clouds that drift their way 
when the flare goes out at night—but they had no say in 
the matter. North Dakota allows landowners to separate 
surface rights from mineral rights. During hard times, 
which have been frequent on the high plains, some have 
been tempted to sell or trade their mineral rights—for, 
say, needed equipment, like a new tractor. Richard’s 
father had purchased a thousand acres from someone 
who didn’t tell him he had sold the mineral rights— 
in five acre parcels—to people all over the country. 
Further complicating matters, the rights have since been 
bequeathed many times. After poring over records at the 
county courthouse, Brenda discovered to her horror that 
110 strangers currently own the minerals beneath the 
40 acres surrounding their house. If an oil company can 
persuade 51% of present-day mineral rights owners to 
agree—and given that they will make money, perhaps lots
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of it, without taking any risk, they usually do—it can drill on 
land that doesn’t belong to them.
Perhaps prescient action on the part of the state 
legislature could have corrected this all-too-common 
arrangement, but now the minerals leasing and exploration 
phase is largely over in western North Dakota, giving people 
who don’t live and work on the land the power to dictate the 
fate of many who do.
This predicament is part of a larger dynamic. Whatever 
benefits the oil boom yields, they will be dispersed widely. To 
be sure, it starts with locals, including landowners who have 
retained their mineral rights and are earning a great deal of 
money from leasing. Overnight affluence is common. But 
much more wealth is leaving the region. Refugees from the 
recession—truck drivers, construction workers, roughnecks, 
and other temporary workers—are paying down mortgages 
and other debts back in the states where they reside. Profits 
are flowing to oil company executives living in Canada, 
Texas, and Oklahoma, as well as shareholders everywhere. 
So, too, the resultant petroleum products will benefit people 
across the country and, contrary to claims about U.S. energy 
independence, overseas as well. The costs, by contrast, 
will be localized. Taking the bad with the good may be 
inescapable but either way the bad will be borne largely by 
the longstanding residents of western North Dakota. They 
have the most to lose. Any fair calculation of risk would 
make their interests paramount.
Before shedding tears over the industrialization of western North Dakota, however, or, even wider of the mark, casting judgment, we would do well to 
acknowledge our own contradictions. To research the story 
I wrote for National Geographic (March, 2013), I flew on a 
large commercial jet from San Francisco, where I currently 
live, to Billings, then toured the oil patch in an SUV, covering 
almost 4,000 miles at the rate of one gallon of gas for 
every 20 miles. Like most Americans, I rely on hundreds 
of petroleum-based products, from my eyeglasses to the 
computer on which I write. There but for a providential 
boom go I.
Indirect culpability aside, however, not having an 
immediate stake in the Bakken makes it easier to recognize 
that a tragedy is indeed unfolding, tragedy in the classic 
sense—mostly well-meaning people putting forces into 
play that assume a life of their own, eventually exacting 
a price that was underestimated, ignored, or unforeseen. 
Everything we know about human experience tells us that, 
in consequential situations like this, and especially in the 
absence of farsighted restraint, sacrifice is all but certain and
the pain won’t be allotted equally.
Maybe the benefits of the boom will outweigh the costs. To those 
benefitting most, they probably will. In any case, it’s wrongheaded at 
best and dishonest at worst, not to mention hazardous, to pretend the 
oil boom is ungovernable. We are collectively choosing to take certain 
risks or, more common, collectively allowing others to make choices 
for us. Change may be inevitable. But the kind of change that takes 
place certainly is not. Nor is the rate. Too often what seems like destiny 
is the arbitrary exercise of power and privilege, proof of which is found 
whenever it encounters effective resistance. Think of the Nonpartisan 
League, the populist revolt of farmers in western North Dakota and 
northeastern Montana against railroad monopolies and out-of-state 
grain mills during the early part of the 20th century. How ironic it is 
that today North Dakota’s proceeds from the boom—which one oil 
man described to me as “capitalism on steroids”—are deposited at the 
Bank of North Dakota, the only such state-owned facility in the U.S., 
and a legacy of the socialist policies of the short-lived NPL.
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Paradox of Progress, Bethann G. Merkle
This isn’t to say more general economic, social, and cultural 
’ factors aren’t influencing events. Besides being driven by obvious 
[motives—our ever-mounting appetite for fossil fuels, an urgent need 
for economic development, as well as straight-up greed, desperation, 
and fear—the boom satisfies a primal hunger, one that we overlook at 
our peril.
Were a restless species. We can’t sit still, can’t leave well enough 
alone. We need to be doing something—tinkering, rearranging, 
exploiting—which seems harmless enough, until you remember that 
seven billion people now inhabit the planet, a number that’s expected 
to rise to at least ten billion before it levels off, also that more and more 
of us desire the conveniences of urban-industrial civilization. Set aside 
for the moment the question of where the energy and other natural 
resources will come from. And set aside the matter of food security. 
What will keep us occupied? Probably not contemplating the beauty 
of the badlands or, for that matter, any other pristine landscape. We 
► can’t all be writers, teachers, historians. As environmental historian 
Richard White observed in his short but profound book, 
The Organic Machine, “Human beings have historically 
known nature through work.”
Given that I come from a working class background, 
that I’m a fourth-generation descendant of Cornish tin 
miners and Irish copper miners, it’s probably no surprise I 
was impressed by what I saw at a well northeast of Williston 
in June of 2012. At the bottom of the vertical leg, about two 
miles underground, a leak had developed. To bring the pipe 
to the surface, a derrick-like structure, similar to a drill rig 
but smaller, had been erected. On a deck about 30 feet up the 
rig, four roughnecks were removing the entire 10,750 feet of 
pipe, one 32-foot, 500-pound segment at a time, a task both 
tedious and highly dangerous. A device underneath the 
deck held each segment in place as it emerged, to prevent the 
pressure of the oil from sending all two miles of pipe, some 
84 tons of steel, rocketing into the sky. As if to remind us 
of that possibility, a fountain of oil suddenly burst from the 
hole, covering the men, their hard hats, faces, everything. 
The odor of gas permeated the air. More fountains followed. 
Just another day in the oil patch.
Here were guys who knew what they were doing, who 
were exposed to constant danger, who were paid well, and 
who, because of all that, had ample reason to be proud. 
Manual labor in difficult and perilous circumstances, which 
in our age of high-tech jockeys and private equity sharks 
seemed exotic, and almost heroic. But as I gazed up at the 
men, their black slickers coated in sweet yellow crude, the 
crude turning silver in the bright sunlight, what I also saw 
was the existential necessity of labor. Attention must be paid 
to the Watford City mayor’s comment about getting back to 
work Without creating a sufficient number of long-lasting, 
well-paying jobs, any attempt to reconcile the material and 
energy needs of a continually expanding urban industrial 
civilization with safeguarding the natural environment 
is doomed. Which is to say, Homo sapiens has bred and 
tinkered and disrupted itself into a corner, one from which 
there will be no easy escape. There will be blood.
George Catlin, a Pennsylvanian whose artistic quest was sparked by an Indian delegation that visited Philadelphia, characterized his work 
as an attempt to document America’s—as he called it— 
“vanishing race.” He was mistaken about what was passing 
away. Though almost everywhere pushed to the brink of 
extinction, their ways of life destroyed, native people as such 
endured.
But in Catlin’s overall enterprise—recording things 
as they vanish—lies a deeper and painfully familiar truth.
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Journalists, it has been said, write the first rough draft of 
history. Fair enough. But sometimes, especially regarding 
social and environmental issues, I also find myself writing 
the first draft of an elegy, an homage to something on 
the verge of disappearing or which has done so recently. 
Historians usually are further removed, waiting until long 
after an event has occurred or a person has died before 
daring to account for what happened. After the fact. It’s as if 
the only way we can truly comprehend what’s unfolding in 
front of our eyes is to view it through the lens of memory, but 
by then the object of our interest no longer exists. History as 
ghost hunting.
To that dilemma add self-induced blindness—the 
refusal to recognize what’s taking place right here, right 
now. While traveling through western North Dakota I 
sometimes felt as if I were witnessing a collective trance. 
Keep in mind that the Bakken is primarily an oil field. For 
all the controversy surrounding fracking for gas, a case can 
be made for gas as a bridge fuel to wind, solar, and the like, 
especially in China, which now burns more coal than the 
rest of the world combined, and whose energy appetite will 
continue to increase. But most of the strongest proponents 
of fracking for oil don’t include renewables in their vision of 
the future.
Consider billionaire oilman and Bakken pioneer 
Harold Hamm, whose company, Continental Resources, 
brought in the first commercially viable horizontally drilled, 
hydraulically fractured well—south of Crosby, the former 
NPL stronghold, only nine years ago. Hamm’s view, now that 
we’ve found ways to exploit so-called unconventional fossil 
fuels, is that the carbon-based economy should continue 
indefinitely. He considers developing alternative sources of 
energy not only a waste of time but a hoax, perpetrated by 
anti-capitalists and corrupt scientists. And his perspective 
dominates the oil patch. Not once during my five weeks 
there did someone voluntarily utter the words “climate 
change,” much less acknowledge that human activity might 
be implicated. Hamm, I’m sure, would be pleased to hear 
that.
But let’s try to break the spell, let’s try to see what’s in 
front of our eyes, to think clearly about it, and for a moment 
imagine a different approach. During one of my ride-alongs 
with Susan Connell, the big rig driver featured in the National 
Geographic story, she offered, in typically humorous and 
self-deprecating fashion, something she called “My Plan to 
Save America.”
“We could use this oil,” she explained, “to create 
something new?’ Like Marilyn Hudson said of drilling on 
the Fort Berthold Reservation, Susan sees the boom as a rare 
opportunity to transform the economy. Use the revenue to 
develop an alternative energy industry and alternative energy 
infrastructure. Put people to work not perpetuating the 
carbon economy but instead building a renewable energy 
economy. Meanwhile, don’t ship high-quality Bakken sweet 
crude overseas; use it here, as the boom boosters insist will 
happen, ignoring the fact that oil companies, if given the 
chance, will ship it wherever the global market dictates. It’s 
no accident that all major proposed pipelines, including the 
Keystone XL, terminate at the edges of the continent.
Would Susan’s plan save the U.S.? Maybe not. But it 
suggests a way to create something truly visionary in North 
Dakota. Recently the Williston Convention and Visitor’s 
Bureau unveiled a new motto—“Boomtown, U.S.A.” The 
bureau’s executive director explained the decision this way: 
“ [We must].. .boldly embrace who we are, what we stand for 
and truly define our future.” A laudable sentiment, to be sure. 
But the bureau’s definition of the future is impoverished, 
limited to 20, maybe 30 years. The possible life of the boom. 
That scarcely qualifies as bold thinking. There will be oil. But 
if were serious about defining our future we need to ask a 
different question: What will there be after oil?
By that time, western North Dakota will have paid a 
heavy price. Where once silence reigned, there will be trains, 
semis, and jack pumps. Where once was solitude—power 
lines, pipe lines, and four-lane highways. Where once was 
serenity—refineries, railroad depots, and waste disposal 
sites. What would make that sacrifice worthwhile? Not to 
the nation as a whole. Not to the oil industry. Not to the 
many beneficiaries who live elsewhere. No, what would 
make the sacrifice worthwhile to the region itself, to the 
people who will have endured a radical remaking of their 
beloved prairie?
Once again North Dakota is changing.Once again were not content to leave things as they are. Yet one constant remains—the ever- 
redemptive wind. Amid the commotion, the ambition and 
industry and frenzy of human appetite, the prairie chorus is 
still trying to tell us something.
“There Will Be Oil” is a slightly modified version of the 
keynote address Edwin Dobb delivered at the 2013 annual 
conference of the Montana Historical Society, which met in 
Sidney, Montana, September 19-21. Portions of the address 
were excerpted from an article Dobb wrote for National 
Geographic. Titled “New Oil Landscape,” the article appeared 
in the March 2013 issue.
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Redwood Self, Trevien Stanger
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I’ve decided this morning to plant 
all the bags of bulbs, to sink my hands 
in the soil, not just in the loamy places, 
but to break the crust and dig my nails 
into the clay, even if the green sprouts 
never come up, or come up too late 
when I have moved or died, even if 
they come up someplace I’ve forgotten 
I planted, under the flat leaves of the peony 
or between the angry branches 
of the rose.
Even if they have no memory 
of being held in my fingers, their dry roots freed, 
untangled, set deeply, carefully in the loose 
soil, sprout upward so they don’t have to push 
around slowly to get to the light.
Quite likely they will never say
She was good to us. 
They will just bloom— 
or they will not bloom— 
but I will have planted.
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here were two truths Bryce Andrews, author 
of Badluck Way, came to understand following 
a year working on a big ranch in Southwest Montana: 
ranching in such a hard place will bring with it equal 
measures of beauty and brutality
Beauty arrived embedded in the setting: the ranch 
rambles through the shadow of the shark-toothed 
Madison Range. It’s a marginal place to make a living, 
defined by its exposure to the elements and a transparent 
border with the Lee Metcalf Wilderness. A visit leaves 
you at once awed by grandeur and overwhelmed by the 
emptiness of the place.
Brutality accompanied the work: managing a herd 
of 1900 cattle with a ranch crew of three is no stroll. 
Dropping that herd onto a crinkled landscape such as the 
Sun Ranch required Andrews to become his work: his 
hands wore bloody from building fence, his endurance 
and strength astonished him, and the unexpected 
violence he witnessed and participated in towards living 
creatures jarred him.
As the season wore on, and the cows moved closer 
to the tight creases of the mountains, Andrews became 
a participant in a story of bloody conflict—a story oft- 
repeated around the modern West—as a livelihood 
steeped in commitment, grit, and passion places itself 
at the doorstep of that iconic, loping, re-introduced 
predator: the wolf.
There are decisions made and actions taken—some 
instinctual, others reactive, and many justified. There is 
killing, and both men and wolves feel the consequences 
of the killing long after the blood has dried. A full season 
immersed in the crushing inevitability of human-wildlife 
conflict can leave even a young, eager ranch hand like 
Andrews “construing] ranching as nothing more than a 
protracted act of violence.”
But even the violence wanes on the Sun Ranch. If 
there is any constancy to such a place, it is momentum: 
“Day followed wild day, and over time amounted to a 
process of seasonal change. Immersion in that constant 
cycling was the ranch hands highest privilege.”
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Through the pages of Badluck Way, the reader 
witnesses this cycle of change, from the promise of a 
warm, green, harmonious summer to the brooding chill 
of a long, introspective winter. Lyricism draws you in 
close; blunt, raw honesty holds you there.
I did not know Bryce Andrews first as a writer.I knew him as a skilled ranch manager who had me as 
his stumbling pupil. He was stubborn as hell and knew 
how to work like it was the last day he would ever work 
again.
We were working a different ranch, a small, tame 
place in comparison to the Sun, but big enough and 
wild enough to warrant some tough decisions. Bryce 
deliberated over choices that would be simple enough 
for a third or fourth generation cattleman to make. But 
Andrews wasn’t brought up as a rancher, and that’s exactly 
what makes his perspective on ranching engaging. He 
wasn’t trying to run a tidy, profitable cow-calf operation; 
he was trying to run a conservation ranch.
The same qualifier—conservation—applied to the 
Sun Ranch during his time there. The title provoked 
doubt and scorn from the ranching community and 
cautious praise from environmentalists. When applied 
on the ground, it didn’t mean wolves and cows got 
along just fine, despite Andrews’ full-fledged dedication 
towards those ends. It just meant there was a strong 
effort towards coexistence and, in Andrews’ case, a 
genuine sympathy extended to both the wild and the 
domestic.
There’s always been a human desire to 
anthropomorphize wolves, to wonder what it is that 
makes them so intelligent, so cunning, though their 
brain is a fraction of the size of ours. Rick Bass calls 
it “spirit” in his book Ninemile Wolves, and yearns to 
believe that even the most fact-driven, unemotional 
biologists can be prone to its pull:
I believe that when it is cold and dark out and 
they hear the wolves’ howls and they are alone, 
that they anthropomorphize like mad: if that’s 
what you call believing  yourself no more or no less 
than, but equal to, another creature in the woods.
I have to believe that even for the biologists there 
are moments when science strips away, and there 
is only bare mystery.
For Andrews, the mystery, the grace, the intelligence, 
and the humanness of the wolves is palpable in his 
encounters. He admits to coming to the ranch to see 
and even protect the wolves, not to look after a herd of 
“dumb, shitty creatures.” But after a summer of sweat 
poured into protecting the ranch’s herd, when Andrews 
sees the torn, sagging flesh of an injured heifer, his anger 
towards the wolves cannot be contained. “The wolves 
had gone too far,” he tells himself.
The wolves act on clear instinct, but Andrews’ 
emotions around the central conflict in the book 
vascillate. Though this can be frustrating for a reader 
wanting the author to declare a stance, in some ways, 
such wavering holds more truth. Don’t we all teeter back 
and forth over what we believe, especially when each 
choice is weighted in both directions?
One day, bumping through a pasture in an old blue 
pickup, Andrews talked to me about the blurry nature 
of the decisions he made on the Sun Ranch. He had 
discovered that the closer you are to where wild rhythms 
encounter structured human operations—when you 
see blood dripping from the hanging udder of a heifer 
or watch the effortless glide of a wolf—the decisions 
transform from a clear black and white to a fuzzy 
grey color. Beneath ideology, politics, and unchecked 
emotions on both sides is a place where all the facts are 
abundantly clear, yet all the choices have dirty, ragged 
consequences. Andrews arrives at this place in Badluck 
Way and the choices he makes have consequences that 
must be lived with for a long time.
Badluck Way recounts in visceral detailwhat it means to make a “living from a hard place” 
for a year, and the immense privilege and sorrow 
accompanying the work. It’s a celebration of the merits 
of hard work and a tribute to a livelihood that is rapidly 
disappearing, as selling multi-million dollar home 
sites becomes far more profitable and less risky than 
producing plump cattle ready for the feedlot. As a whole, 
Badluck Way succeeds as a portrait of stubborn grit, 
blunt honesty, and hard choices. It asks us to withhold 
judgment and simply watch—as wolves, elk, cows, men, 
and seasons cycle through an extraordinary place.
Bryce Andrews is an alumnus of the Environmental 
Studies Graduate Program at the University of Montana. 
Badluck Way is forthcoming from Atria Books this 
January 2014. $25.00, 256 pages.
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